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The advancement of technology and interactions of people
virtually over social media has created a number of
opportunities for online businesses to expand their scope
and maintain their cost efficiencies as well by targeting the
customers on social media platforms. Twitter is one of the
actively used social media platforms by businesses to reach
out to customers. Businesses seem to shift their scope
more towards the online side because this is where they
can reach out to their customers. The social media
platforms not only facilitate the businesses in reaching out
to customers, but it’s also a useful platform to develop the
brand image through the marketing strategies. The thing
that attracts the users more towards the use of Twitter is the
word of mouth communication generated on it and the
freedom of sharing and expressing over this platform about
one’s viewpoint. This paper investigates how Twitter has
played its role in shifting the scope of businesses online
and developing its brand image using it as a platform. It
also aims to find out how the customers have been
impacted through the activities of the online business on
Twitter. To find out the relation between the influence of
Twitter on the online business questionnaire method has
been used and data has been collected from about 80
respondents. The results have been further analyzed using
the Likert scale analysis and to determine the relationship
between the variable and to test the hypotheses multiple
regression has been used. The results of the study showed
that there is a significant relationship between the
business's engagement online on Twitter and the customer's
loyalty with the brand.
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Abstract

Traditionally businesses used to communicate through person-toperson interactions or orally but with the advent of the Internet,
there has been a huge shift in the marketing strategies, which has
totally changed the way of interaction between the consumer and
businesses. There are a number of social media platforms available
that can be used by businesses to improve their reach to the
customers on a large scale and even globally, which can be done
much faster now due to the advancement of technology (Bulearca,
2010).
The Internet proves to be a powerful source for the consumers,
which has created an opportunity for marketers representing
different brands because it has enabled them to take advantage of
the electronic word of mouth technique. Brands can now manage
their marketing strategies to develop the trust of their customers
through the message generated from word of mouth, which has
been found to have a direct impact on the sales of products.
Businesses have shifted their focus to co-value creation by
engaging their customers and making them a part of their strategies,
which has been successful in generating electronic word of mouth
and engaging another customer due to the creation of brand loyalty.
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Twitter is considered one of the popular social media platforms
which provide the necessary tools to businesses to connect with
their customers and market their products and services. It offers a
simple registration process and the business can run their social
media campaign using the Twitter profile. The popularity of this
social media is more due to the considerable media spotlight which
becomes beneficial for the businesses in having a prominent brand
name (Zhang Mimi, 2011).
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INTRODUCTION

The areas where the use of Twitter can be applied by the
businesses include: conveying different updates about the brand,
implementing various promotional techniques, engaging and
satisfying the customers to have quality customer service. About
37% of the 2009 Fortune 50 firms have been found using Twitter as
a microblogging platform to gain value. However, there is a little fear
among the companies about this platform since it is flexible and
offers very quick communication and interaction which can spread
negative or inaccurate news at a faster rate that poses a threat to
the businesses. On the other hand, the flexibility of this mode of
communication, as well as speed, enables the businesses to solve
their customer queries and resolve their issues more quickly (Case,
2011).

IMPORTANCE OF USER
GENERATED CONTENT

Promotion of deals and obtaining feedback from the customers can
be done conveniently using Twitter as a marketing platform.
Consumers trust the online brand contents, which are in the form of
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The advent of the world wide web in 1989 created a global network
through the Internet. With time a number of social media platforms
have been developed that have given the ability to the users to
generate and share the content of their choice. This user-generated
content and the spread of information through word of mouth on
social media platforms have shifted power towards the customers.
Businesses can take advantage of the online social media platforms
only if they manage to access a customer base towards their brand.
Also, staying updated with the new features and updates of the
media platforms is a challenge for businesses because they have to
modify their marketing strategies accordingly. Social media
platforms are an effective medium to have customer information that
can be used by the marketers that can facilitate them to target the
right customer segment. Social media facilitates businesses to
develop a web presence and build their relationship with customers
(Hensel, 2010).
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SIGNIFICANCE OF CONTENTTYPE ON TWITTER

The type of content being shared by the businesses on their social
media platforms plays a significant role in defining a particular
brand. Information sharing with the users is made possible with the
help of content generated on the social media platforms which can
be categorized as an emotional appeal or customer engagement
content. Marketers determine which kind of content can be useful for
effectively communicating the brand's message to the users. In
response to the content shared on Twitter, users express gratitude,
inquiry, information, comment, or support. In this way, the goal of
two-way communication can be achieved using Twitter as the
marketing tool by brands (Taecharungroj, 2015).

IMPACT OF MARKETING
STRATEGIES OF BUSINESSES ON
TWITTER

Although Twitter is one of the free advertising tools that businesses
can benefit from, the challenge lies in increasing the number of
followers and developing the brand through marketing strategies.
The communicative power of this platform plays a significant role as
it has a large number of users.
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The interpretation of the customer about specific brand results in
creating content related to the brand or retweeting the content lets
others know about the experience as well. The purchase intentions
of the customers are shaped by how effectively a brand delivers its
message. Interactions of different customers can be viewed by a
Twitter user through the brand profile which has created a lot of
convenience for the buyers and challenge of maintaining the profiles
by the brands. The perceptions about a particular brand lead to the
following of brand which in turn impacts the purchasing decisions of
the customer as well as the creation of user-generated content
about the brand (Chu, 2016).
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reviews by other users, so they consider it to be a valuable source.
Electronic word of mouth is totally based on the consumer’s
judgment about the product or service offered by the brand and the
consumer behavior towards the purchasing decisions. The research
conducted under different studies has shown that positive brand
image results from positive word of mouth (Chung, 2012).

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS AND
INFLUENCER MARKETING
THROUGH TWITTER
From grasping the attention of consumers to the involvement of
various stakeholders in the business, Twitter plays an important role
in facilitating the business to devise strategies and make plans for
future actions. Updates about the changing social circumstances are
communicated much faster on Twitter which is important for
businesses to know. So businesses can have a better stakeholder
analysis using the platform of Twitter (Jansen, 2009).

Influencer marketing is increasingly used for brand management by
businesses using Twitter as a platform that offers collaborations and
engagement with others on the platform to improve the brand image.
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Celebrity endorsement serves as an important means of creating
electronic word of mouth and brands adopt such strategies that
involve celebrities so that they can attract a large customer base
through the followers of that celebrity. This, on one hand, gives a
chance to the celebrities to earn, and for businesses, it acts as an
opportunity to attract a customer base. The followers of celebrities
are mostly blind followers and are ready to experience the brands
that are being followed by popular celebrities. The number of
followers of celebrities is much greater than that of the brands
therefore brands use the techniques of celebrity endorsement to
develop a brand image (Burkhalter, 2014).
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Twitter can be useful for businesses in many different ways, either it
can be used as a marketing tool to get the customer following, or it
can be used for market research to get to know about the various
elements of the market like competitors, customer preferences, etc.
Various social media platforms have led to new marketing
paradigms that focus on customer satisfaction as the main goal
instead of only focusing on the improvement of products or services.
This is somehow due to the shift in power to the customers due to
the availability of various platforms that allow the customers to give
their feedback about a brand and express their perspective about
their brand image through online reviews (Geho, 2010).

Deals and sales offered by the brand serve as an effective
promotional means to engage the customers. The online platforms
keep reminding the customers about the coming deals and sales so
that they don’t miss out on their favorite products. New product
launches can also be followed using online social media platforms
(Rohm, 2013).

APPLICATION OF TWITTER BY
BUSINESSES
Businesses have now shifted their focus towards the participation
and engagement of the customers by modifying their social media
strategies according to the shift in new focus. Businesses in today's
world not only bombard their customers with their message instead
they have increased the participative role of the social media
platforms where they give their customers a chance to witness their
product our services which are trusted more by other customers
than the businesses praising themselves only. Involving the
customers in social media strategies also increases the traffic on
these platforms that also makes it easy to create brand awareness
(Thoring, 2011).
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In order to disseminate information related to the brand, marketers
use social media as a promotional tool for information diffusion to
build their social network. The cruise industry has made use of
Twitter in order to attract people who are interested in traveling and
fun. Their way of communication with the customers was analyzed
that showed that they use content generated on 4 different levels to
reach out to their customers. these 4 levels include content
generated by the company, travel agencies, celebrities, and
bloggers. The sharing of information and the latest updates makes it
possible for this industry to reach out to its customers more
effectively (Park, 2016).
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There has been an increase in the number of brands over the year
which has created a lot of market saturation and competition among
the brands to gain the maximum market share. To cope up with this
situation, brands find influencer marketing as an effective tool to
position themselves in the market (Arora, 2019).

OBJECTIVE
To have an in-depth analysis of the relation of the online businesses
that use Twitter as a platform of communication to develop brandconsumer relations and to see how this impacts business
performance and success. The results of the study would be
justified using statistical tools and techniques. The hypotheses that
are going to be tested include:
Relation of business engagement on twitter’s word of mouth
communication, customer involvement, user-generated content,
customer loyalty, and customer perception.
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The term digital native is used to refer to the group of people who
have been brought up in the age of the Internet. This segment of
individuals is found to be more influenced by the social media
marketing tactics of the businesses. They prefer to interact with the
businesses through online means of communication to stay updated
with the updates related to different brands. The development of this
kind of brand-consumer relation in this digital age has turned out to
be an opportunity for businesses (Rohm, 2013).

METHODOLOGY
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To identify the relation between Twitter and online businesses, an
online survey was used on the Twitter profile survey. Data were
collected from 80 respondents and were then analyzed in order to
come up with the results. The statistical analysis technique has also
been used to further validate the data and describe the relationship
between the variables in order to test the hypotheses. The
participants of the study mainly include the digital natives who used
Twitter often. The focus of the research has been towards finding
the relation between online businesses and their relation with the
customers not on any specific brand or industry.

The purpose of the study was to determine the relationship between
the customers and their interaction with the online businesses on
Twitter.
The main variables that were studied to determine the relation
between online businesses on Twitter and consumer interaction
include customer engagement, customer loyalty, customer
perception, and word of mouth through user-generated content.

The online survey consisted of 16 questions that the respondents
were supposed to answer. To present the results of the survey, they
are explained in the form of graphs and charts for the convenience
of analysis. The responses from the questionnaire contributed to
determining the results through concrete responses. The results
from the responses are discussed as follows:
• The respondents of the study included 52% females and 48%
males and their age group was between 18 to 26 years old.
• The response of the participants about the usage of Twitter is
illustrated in the following charts and graphs to make the relation
between customers and online businesses clear in terms of the
respondent’s perspective about it.
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RESULTS
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Once a day
24%

3 to 4 times a week
26%

Weekly
15%
Many times a day
35%
Figure 1 Twitter Usage

To find out which business industry is popular among the
respondents, the following question was included in the
questionnaire which indirectly shows the industry that followed more
by the study participants.
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Considering the response of the participants, it can be concluded
that they are digital natives and spend most of their time on Twitter,
and like to stay in touch with updates. About 35% of the respondents
have claimed in their response that they use Twitter many times a
day. Through the response, it’s quite evident that the frequency of
usage of Twitter among this segment of the population is quite high
which makes it an opportunity for the businesses as this social
media platform offers them the segment on this platform so that they
can target them conveniently.
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How much do you consider is the frequency of
your Twitter usage?

Educational

2
13

IT

27

Sports
Fashion

28
30

Food
0

10

20

30

Figure 2 Popular Industry on Twitter

According to the response from the participants, it seems that the
most popular industries that they follow on Twitter include the food,
fashion, and sports industry. The food industry was almost popular
among both genders while in the case of the fashion industry, the
following by females were greater. On the other hand, males
responded more to the option of sports industry which very few
females selected. So, this shows the interests of the users in terms
of the industry that they follow on Twitter.
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The questions that were further developed were used to determine
the expectations of the customers from different brands on Twitter.
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Which industry brands do you think are more often
followed by you on Twitter?

18

Increased awareness

32

Connecting with others

15

Knowing others point of view
Staying up to date

16
19

Information sharing

0

10

20

30

Figure 3 Popular Features of Twitter

The feature of Twitter that attracts the users most is networking
through Twitter as it enables them to form social relationships
through which they can connect, know about each other, and share
their views about different stuff. 32% of the respondents used
Twitter to connect with others. After this feature, the popular ones
include increasing awareness and sharing information which were
about 18 and 19% respectively. Knowing about the point of view of
others was found to be the least important among the available
options. Online businesses find this as an important opportunity to
benefit from social networking developed on Twitter.
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This is why they consider celebrity endorsement as an effective way
to promote their brand and create awareness about it. By taking a
single celebrity on board they deliver their brand message to their
entire social network. The followers of that particular celebrity then
share it among their networks that enable the brands to reach out to
maximum people.

40
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What features do you consider useful on Twitter?

27

Give feedbacks to brands

23

Sharing content

35

Brand awareness

15

Information about the latest trends
0

10

20

30

Figure 4 Benefits of Twitter

The main benefit that the users of Twitter believe to be is the
awareness of different brands. This platform has enabled them to
know about the brands more as compared to before. 35% of the
respondents believed it to be beneficial.
The response also shows that they find it a useful platform to
interact with different brands by giving them feedbacks, 27% of the
respondents found it to be a benefit of Twitter. 23% of participants
find it useful for sharing the content which is also a critical factor for
online businesses to consider to ensure maximum customer
satisfaction.
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The information about the trends was found to be the least important
among the options which are 15%.

40
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What are the benefits of Twitter that make
you use it?

I don't prefer Twitter as a medium
for information about brands 2
Customer reviews are not
important for me

8

I believe in customers' reviews
about the brand

48

I believe in content of official links
only

42
0

10

20

30

40

50

Figure 5 Credibility of User Generated Content

The results of the response show that Twitter users find customer
reviews as an important source of information related to a brand
while it seems that most of them use it as a medium to have
information related to the brands. Official sources of information are
considered an important factor after the customer reviews which the
users find to be credible. Very few participants responded that
customer reviews are not important to them. These results show
why the shift of the businesses has been more towards the
customers rather than just improving their product or service.

42
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48
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Does the source of information matter to you
on Twitter or you believe in user-generated
content?

Videos of the products
offered by the brand 13%
Information about the
brand's ethics

32%
Pictures of the products
offered by the brand

21%

Direct message from the brand

34%
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What kind of content on Twitter influences you the
most while choosing a brand?

Figure 6 Type Content that influences Users
The answer to this question shows the preference of the customers in
terms of the content that is shared by different brands.

their content accordingly. About 34% of the respondents find the direct
message about the product or service influential 32% of them are
interested in the ethics followed by the business while developing their
product or service.
The response also depicts that the pictures or videos posted by a brand
don’t matter much to the customers are the response in favor of them is
21% and 13% respectively. The businesses should be conscious enough
while designing their direct message and maintaining their ethics as well as

overall organization culture ensuring the satisfaction of the different
stakeholders.
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This can be an important insight for businesses so that they can design

15

Seasonally

35

Every week

29

2-4 times a week

21

Daily
0

10

20

30

40

Figure 7 Frequency of content shared by Brands

48
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Online businesses need to know the frequency of the content that
they share on Twitter because sharing too much or too little content
can affect the level of customer satisfaction. From the response, it is
evident that the majority of them prefer to have weekly updates
about the brand. 29% of them prefer to have updated 2 to 4 times in
a week and 21% of them want daily updates. 15% of participants of
the study prefer to have seasonal updates. Here what businesses
can do is to design their content frequency according to the
customer’s preferences that maximum satisfaction level can be
provided to them.
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How much do you think a quality brand should
post content on Twitter?

Quality content does not matter to
me

13

Brand's name and image are
enough for me

17

Quality of product/ service is
important for me

32

Quality of content is important for
me

38
0

10

20

30

40

Figure 8 Factors affecting buying decisions

This question was particularly designed to know what factors are
important for the customers while making their buying decisions.
The quality of the content shared by the brand is an important factor
for the customers as 38% of them positively responded to this
option. 32% of them find the quality of product or service as an
important factor, 17% find the brand image more important while
13% of them are not bothered by the content shared by a brand.
This provides a useful insight into the customer touchpoints for
businesses to influence the buying decisions of the customers.

42
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What are the factors that affect your
buying decisions?

Sometimes I do share positive
content about the brand

43
7

I don't think it's important

34

Retweeting the brand's post

I believe in sharing feedbacks
through comments

16
0

10

20

30

40

50

Figure 9 Ways of sharing content
To see how much the customers, believe in sharing content about a
particular brand and the ways they prefer for doing so, this question
was included. The result shows that 43% prefer to share the positive
content about the brand while only 7% believe that sharing content
is not important. 34% of them prefer to retweet the brand post
instead of generating content themselves. Sharing of feedback
through comments is done through comments by 16% of the
participants. The responses show that majority of them believe in
generating positive content about the brand themselves.

42
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How do you share positive content for a
brand if it meets your expectations?

33

Depends on how brands respond

23

Depends on source

9

Not important

35

It does matter
0

10

20

30

Figure 10 Impact of Negative content on Brands

To determine how the platform of twitter can be a challenge for
businesses that use it. Although the ease of sharing information with
customers and delivery of information in a short time is useful at the
same time the speedy delivery of information can be a challenge if
its negative. 35% of the participants responded the negative
comments do create awareness among other customers about the
brand and 33% believe the impact of awareness depends on how
the brand responds to it. 9% find that negative comments are
unimportant while 23% consider the source of information as an
important factor in creating awareness among other customers.

42
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48
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Do you believe sharing a negative comment by customers
of a brand can help in creating awareness among other
customers?

Not helpful
5%
Average
20%
Helpful
43%

Moderately helpful
32%
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Do you think the brand promotional campaigns on
Twitter an effective way to know about a brand?

Figure 11 Benefit of brand's promotional campaigns on Twitter

customers towards a brand it is important to engage them through
promotional campaigns. From the customer’s perspective, it seems that
they find it helpful to know about the brand since they provide them the
brand experience through such campaigns. 43% of them find them very
helpful and 32% of them think it's moderately helpful. The fraction of
participants that do not believe in the promotional campaigns is only 5%
which means that the promotional campaigns do have a significant impact.
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To create awareness about the brand and to ensure the loyalty of

Twitter, a Likert scale analysis was carried out to know the impact of online
businesses of Twitter on the customer’s perception and how successful
Twitter proves to be a marketing tool. The Likert scale ranges from 1 to 5
and the respondents of the study were allowed to choose one of the five
numbers in which number 1 denotes “yes, definitely” while 5 on this scale
represents “Never”.

Questions

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Do you believe in word of mouth
communication by a brand on twitter?

45.2

27

12.8

10

5

Are you attracted by the promotional
deals of brands on Twitter?

23.7

46.3

17.4

8.6

4

Do you like to be a part promotional
campaigns by brands on Twitter?

15.3

11.1

43

28.7

1.9

Have you ever placed an online order by
being motivated from twitter posts?

12

16

35.5

13.5

23

Do you think that the content shared by
the brand defines its image?

38.1

21.3

15.7

23

1.9

Table 1 Likert Scale
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To further investigate the individual’s perceptions towards the brands on

The results of this scale reveal that Twitter users believe in the electronic
word of mouth generated on Twitter and the promotions by brands in the
form of deals also keep them engaged with the brands. However, a neutral
response has been received in case of taking part in the campaigns by the
or deals offered by brands. In the case of the quality of the content posted
by the brand, it seems that the consumers are quite interested and develop
their perception about the brand according to the quality of content. About
38.1% of choose number 1, 21.3% of then selected number 2, 15.7
selected 3 as an option while for numbers 4 and 5, the percentages are
23% and 1.9% respectively. The results of this analysis support the
relations mentioned in the hypothesis also.
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brands on Twitter and using Twitter to place orders for a product, service,

In order to determine the relation of different variables that have an
impact on the Twitter engagement of online businesses, multiple
regression analysis has been conducted in order to know which
variables have a significant impact on Twitter engagement of online
businesses.

Word of mouth
communication
Customer
Involvement

TWITTER
ENGAGEMENT
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MULTIPLE REGRESSION
ANALYSIS

Customer Loyalty

User Generated
Content
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Customer
Perception

Table 2 Results of Multiple Regression

If we take the p values into account it seems that they are quite high
that denotes that the relationship is not significant enough. The only
significant variable, in this case, is customer loyalty and the rest of
them are not good enough to determine the relationship. So the
results from the analysis suggest that customer loyalty is positively
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Considering the values of the coefficients of each of the variables, it
is evident that all variables except user-generated content are
positively related to Twitter engagement of online businesses. It can
be observed from the value of customer loyalty that it significantly
increases if the business engagement increases. Customer
involvement also seems to be significantly impacted if the
business's engagement on Twitter increases. Similarly, electronic
word of mouth on Twitter also seems to have a significant impact on
business engagement. However, among the other variables,
customer perceptions are not impacted much due to the
engagement of businesses on Twitter.
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The table below represents the result of multiple regression
analysis. Through the interpretation of the coefficients, we can
determine the variables that are either positively or negatively
related with twitter engagement and also through the value of the
coefficients would determine the extent to which they are related
with each other.

DISCUSSION
The focus of this study has been to analyze the influence of Twitter
on online businesses and how they impact customers or Twitter
users. In order to advance in this advanced technology times, it has
become a need of the businesses to have their online presence
along with the physical ones. It has also imposed a challenge for the
businesses to modify their strategies according to the needs of a
particular platform they use and satisfy the needs of the customers
using the online platforms because this system has shifted the
power to the customers as well by providing them the freedom to
voice their views about anything.
In order to support the relationship of twitter's influence on the businesses,
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related to customer engagement while the rest of the variables don’t
have much impact. However, one of the limitations of the results
could be the limited data available for the analysis of the
relationship among the variables.

data has been analyzed after being collected in order to present in its
statistical form to analyze the results. Through the analysis, it can be
concluded that social media platform like Twitter is quite popular among the
users which prove to an opportunity for the online businesses to benefit
from the social networks that have been developed over this platform by
the interactions of the users. The questionnaire results that customers do
consider the content and the campaigns shared by online businesses as a
have the power to generate as well as share the content related to the
information about the online brands which keeps them engaged.
Customers develop their perceptions about the brand through the word of

mouth communication on Twitter and it can also lead to the change in
perceptions of the customers towards the brand impacting the loyalty of the
customers towards the brands. Through the results of this study, it is
evident that Twitter is an effective model for online businesses to market
themselves but at the same time, it is important for them to understand that
how they can utilize this tool strategically in order to benefit from it.
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means to know about the brand. Not only this, but the users of Twitters also
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While developing their social media strategies it is important to
understand what kind of content would the customers like and feel
interested in. In case if an online brand fails to meet the customer's
expectation then it can lead to a negative brand image. Also, the
shift in power to the customers through the online social media
platforms imposes a challenge for the businesses in the handling of
their social media accounts. So smart handling of social media
platforms is what online businesses can benefit from. This is how
they can get the most out of it. Another challenge is the skills
required to technically manage the social media platforms to meet
the changing expectations of the customers which can be done by
the customers by having technical people on board to handle the
online platforms.
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